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Standing with survivors to end female genital mutilation and 
cutting 
 
Warning: contains mentions of sexual and gender-based violence that some readers may find 
upsetting.  
 
Chad has a distressingly high rate of female genital mutilation and cutting (FGM/C). 
Tragically, the practice has been increasing since the coronavirus pandemic began. 
Tearfund and our local partners are committed to ending this practice and supporting 
survivors like Luiza and Nya.  
 
‘My aunt forced me to undergo excision [FGM/C],’ says Luiza*, who is just 13 years old. ‘I am still 
haunted by fear.’ 
 
'It's outright death, a lot of suffering and nothing good,’ says Nya*, who is now 18 years old. ‘I lost 
a lot of blood and was anaemic. I ended up having a seizure… Now I have pain all over my body, 
I have difficulty walking, and this prevents me from going to school… I do not feel like I belong to 
myself anymore. I have lost a part of myself.’ 
 
As well as being a traumatic experience, FGM/C can also cause life-threatening and long-term 
health problems, including severe bleeding, infections, infertility, and complications in childbirth. 
 
An emergency response 
In August 2020, Tearfund partner organisations in the south of Chad discovered that more than 
3,000 girls had been subjected to FGM/C in the space of just three weeks.Tearfund immediately 
sent a letter to the Minister of Women's Affairs in Chad, which resulted in local government 
authorities visiting the site where the practice was taking place. Our local partner launched an 
emergency project with churches and communities in the region to raise awareness of the 
devastating consequences FGM/C has for women and girls.  
 
A group of survivors, who have been through Tearfund’s support process called Journey to 
Healing, have been trained to lead peer support groups for other women affected by FGM/C. 
Along with survivors, our local partners in Chad continue to urge church leaders, traditional 
leaders and government officials to take action to end this practice.  
 
Please pray 
 

• Ask for God’s protection over the millions of women and girls around the world who are at 
risk of FGM/C. Please pray for comfort and healing for those who have already been 
harmed.  

• Ask God to equip survivors, our local partners and the church to continue to speak out 
against this issue.  

• Pray for an end to FGM/C.  
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*Names changed to protect identities  
 
 
 
A note from… 
 
‘As a result of Tearfund’s advocacy, the government in Chad sent instructions to ban the practice 
of female genital mutilation in the region. This is a serious problem in this part of the country and 
we will continue to advocate to end this practice. Thank you for your prayers – they are crucial in 
this fight.’ 
 
Seid Zebe, Former Country Director of Chad 
 
 
 

How cash grants restore dignity: a Christian response to crisis 

 
Cash grants have changed the way we serve some of the world’s most vulnerable people. 
It gives us an even greater opportunity to share God’s love with others. This is how:  
 
People are powerful and capable. But when crises occur – such as cyclones, conflict or 
coronavirus – it can make people vulnerable, without food, clean water, shelter or heating, and 
relying on organisations such as Tearfund to survive.  
 
While providing families with these essentials is a lifeline, it isn’t always the most empowering 
way to help people. At Tearfund, we believe that every human being has been made in the image 
of God, and so we want to honour that. That’s why when we respond to disasters, we come 
alongside people and respect them as individuals – not assuming we always know what’s best for 
them, and their families. 
 
This is where cash comes in  
Cash grants empower people to decide their own priorities. They can use the money to pay for 
whatever they need most, whether it’s food, shelter, clothing, soap or medicines. 
 
People know their own needs. With cash, they can meet them. It’s fast and direct – which, in the 
aftermath of a disaster, is essential to helping people rebuild their lives.  
 
‘For me, cash grants is where some of Tearfund’s Christian distinctiveness shines out in the aid 
world. We see people as made in the image of God – invited, encouraged and empowered to 
make their own decisions,’ shares Marc Romyr Antoine, who oversees Tearfund’s work in Haiti. 
 
‘Each family is different, so why should we assume that everyone needs exactly the same things? 
It is also a much more effective use of money as it means that people are not given items that 
they are not going to use.’ 
 
Giving cash grants also benefits the local economy as the money can be spent on local goods 
and services. This is especially helpful in the countries where we work, as the money is then used 
to support other families and businesses in the area, empowering them and helping them to 
thrive. 
 
Stories of transformation from Haiti  
As part of our coronavirus prevention work in Haiti, we’re working alongside our local partner, 
Christian Community in Action Foundation (FOKA), to give cash grants to families in need. These 
families have been referred through local churches and partners. 
 
Celimene* is a mother of eight who was in debt from school fees – trying to ensure her children 
had the opportunity to better themselves.  
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‘When I received the money, it was very helpful, because I did not have one gourde (one pound) 
left and I owed some money… I paid school fees and put the remainder in the business.’ 
 
Filo* is 62. He had to stop working once he became blind, and was worried about how he would 
provide for his family. ‘This money helped me a lot, because I am in a very difficult situation. That 
is why I think this is a good programme,’ he shares.  
 
He’s also shared what little he has left over with other people in his community who are 
struggling: ‘I bought food with the money because I didn’t have any and I shared with other 
people. When you have what you need, share with other people because when you don’t have 
any, they are the ones who will give to you.’ 
 
Clanise* is in her eighties. All of her eight children are grown up, and rely on their work in the 
fields to earn money to survive. ‘Our survival in the family depends on our work in the field,’ she 
says. ‘The land does not produce much these days, we can spend two days without anything to 
eat. 
 
‘This support represents a lot for us, and for me particularly it has helped me solve a lot of 
problems,’ shares Clanise. 
 
Alongside these cash grants, Tearfund and FOKA have worked together to provide the families 
with tippy taps. These taps are made from several sticks, string and a container for water and are 
operated with a simple foot lever. It means that families can keep themselves safe from 
coronavirus and waterborne diseases such as cholera.  
 
‘Since they built the tippy tap at the house, the children always wash their hands when they return 
home. Myself, I use it very often,’ says Celimene. 
 
Finding freedom 
Haiti is just one of the countries we’re working in where cash grants are making a huge difference 
in people’s lives. It’s not just giving them the power to invest in what they need to lift themselves 
out of poverty, but it’s making people feel valued, supported and empowered. And that makes all 
the difference.  
 
‘We are so blessed to come alongside people like Celimene, Clanise and Filo to help them find 
their own solution to break free from poverty and to reach their God-given potential,’ shares Marc. 
 
Please pray 
 
A prayer for human dignity  
 
God of all life, 
 
We thank you that you have created every human being in your image – every person to be 
respected, cherished, loved and a reflection of your holiness. 
 
We are sorry for where we have treated others any less than this. Lord, show us how we can give 
greater dignity to others – how we can share our time, resources, words and actions to show your 
love to others and help them reach their God-given potential. 
 
For your glory, amen. 
 
 
*Names changed to protect identities  
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What’s happening in Myanmar – and how you can be praying 
 
Veena O’Sullivan, who oversees Tearfund’s work in Asia, shares an urgent update about 
Myanmar and a request for prayer. 
 
On Monday 1 February, Myanmar’s army took control of the country, detaining democratically 
elected leaders of the National League for Democracy (NLD) who had won a landslide election 
victory in November. This includes President Win Myint and State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi.  
 
‘There are no reports of violence, but we hear of some demonstrations taking place. We hear the 
military are not out in force but they have taken over the airport and key places.’ shares Veena. 
 
A one-year state of emergency has been declared, and a curfew is currently in place, with the 
army patrolling streets.  
 
‘While we don’t know too much about what is happening outside Yangon [the largest city], it’s 
been unfolding slowly that phone connections and the internet were shut down, but has since 
been restored, so people in the country have been struggling to find out what is going on. They 
were asking on the streets if anyone knew why the phones weren’t working. Banks were closed, 
and ATMs were inaccessible.’ 
 
The country was under military rule until 2011. There have been strong responses from the 
international community, including talks on sanctions. However, history shows that this could 
have all kinds of impact for the most vulnerable people in the country.  
 
Tearfund has reached out to its staff and local partners, who are safe. ‘Our Myanmar team has 
plans in place to support one another and we have daily check-ins to ensure they are well,’ 
shares Veena. 
 
Early days 
‘We will need to see how the situation unfolds, and it’s changing all the time,’ says Veena. ‘It’s 
hard to know what to prepare for, so we are just preparing for all kinds of scenarios.  
 
‘This can feel really scary. Some of the younger members in the team haven’t experienced the 
brutality of a military takeover in the past, so for them it’s a shock and it’s happened really quickly. 
For older members in the team who have been through this before, it brings up memories of how 
the country was, and that is a different kind of fear.’  
 
Crisis upon crisis 
This crisis has come at a time when fighting has broken out afresh between different ethnic 
groups across the country. Groups which have been largely peaceful since the military 
government ruled more than a decade ago, until now. Myanmar is also facing a difficult time with 
the coronavirus pandemic. 
 
It’s estimated that one million people in conflict-affected areas in Myanmar needed humanitarian 
assistance before military rule was established again this week.  
 
‘Conflict was spreading in pockets across the country. Meanwhile we were busy with our 
coronavirus response, targeting the most vulnerable and those who had been displaced. The 
coup makes this a really difficult situation for us to deal with, and for our partners to face. 
 
‘We would love your prayer support for peace. Peace sounds like an extraordinary thing to ask 
for, but I think we have to ask the extraordinary of an extraordinary God.’ 
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Please pray 
 

• Pray for peace: pray that there will be no brutality or violence, and that people will remain 
safe.  

• Pray that the democratic processes will be upheld.  

• Lift up the people we serve, as well as Tearfund staff and local partners. Pray for their 
safety, protection and provision at this difficult time. Pray that we will not lose contact with 
our team and partners.  

 
 
 

Pray for the world 
 

  More than 2.3 million people are affected by the persistent drought in Southern Angola, half 
a million of which are children under the age of five. It’s forcing people – mainly women and 
children – to walk hours in search of water. Pray for increased rainfall in Southern Angola and ask 
God for provision of clean water and protection from illness for families. 
 

  Praise God that we are able to reach even more vulnerable families across Yemen thanks to 
the success of the recent coronavirus appeal. More than 11,422 people have now received 
lifesaving food parcels and hygiene packages. Lift up our partners in Yemen, who are carrying 
out this vital work in the midst of conflict and a pandemic. Pray for their safety, and for peace in 
Yemen. 
 

  Thank God for the churches we work with around the world who are adapting and 
supporting their communities through new lockdowns. In challenging circumstances, they are 
providing practical, spiritual and emotional help to people in poverty. Pray for wisdom, energy and 
strength for their leaders. And pray for the work Tearfund is doing to resource and equip these 
churches. 


